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♪ [music] ♪Nurses looking to obtain a license by endorsement to practice in another state, can use the 
Nursys nurse license verification for endorsement process. Nurse license verification for endorsement 
uses data from NCSBN's Nursys application to ease the endorsement process. Nursys is the only 
national database for verification of nurse licensure, discipline, and practice privileges for RNs and 
LPN/VNs.   
  
It is comprised of data obtained directly from the licensure systems of U.S. boards of nursing and its 
territories through frequent, secure updates. Through a written agreement, participating boards have 
designated Nursys as their primary source equivalent and authorize to Nursys to share publicly available 
data. One of the requirements for endorsing into another state is verification of current or past licenses.   
  
Since each board of nursing has different requirements, be sure to contact the board of nursing where 
you are applying for a license for full requirements before using Nursys. If you are requesting 
verification of license from a participating board of nursing, you can complete the process with the nurse 
licensure verification for endorsement online service.   
  
If your board of nursing is not listed in the Nursys participating verification list, you must contact your 
board of nursing to request license verification. The nurse license verification for endorsement service is 
simple to use. By following a few easy steps, you'll make the necessary license details available to the 
board of nursing where you want to be licensed.   
  
First, locate your license using the search methods available. Then select the license type you want 
verified to the state or states where you are applying for a license by endorsement. The fee is $30 per 
license type for each state you select. Accepted forms of payment are Visa, Mastercard, and American 
Express.   
  
Once payment is confirmed, you'll receive an email receipt and your license verification request is 
immediately available to the states you selected. Nurse license verification for endorsement is easy and 
helps speed along the endorsement process. Nursys nurse license verification for endorsement is 
accessible any time from anywhere, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.   
  
Visit nursys.com today to get started. 


